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Abstract—We consider access control for IoT systems that
involves shared accesses to the IoT devices as well as their data.
Since IoT devices are dispersed all over the edge of the Internet,
traditional centralized access control has problems. Blockchain
based decentralized access control is thus the new solution trend.
However, existing blockchain based access control methods do not
focus on performance issues and may incur a high communication
overhead.

In this paper, we develop a Pruned Blockchain based Access
Control (PBAC) protocol to cutdown the unnecessary message
rounds and achieve high efficiency in access validations and
policy management. The protocol includes a shortcut and a
Role and Device Hierarchy-Based Access Control (R&D-BAC)
approaches for different environment settings. To realize the
PBAC protocol, it is necessary to carefully engineer the system
architecture, which is also discussed in the paper. Experiments
demonstrate the efficacy of the PBAC protocol, specifically, the
shortcut mechanism reduces access time by approximately 43%,
and R&D-BAC outperforms traditional blockchain based RBAC
by more than two folds.

Index Terms—Internet of Things (IoT); Blockchain; Access
Control; Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Network;

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is growing in volume as well as im-
portance. An IoT system connects a diverse range of devices,
from wearable, home, industrial, surveillance, agricultural, and
smart city sensors to mobile devices, autonomous vehicles,
drones, etc., and is becoming indispensable in enhancing the
convenience and efficiency of our daily operations. This rapid
expansion of IoT yields great social benefits, but at the same
time, introduces security challenges.

Improper use of some IoT devices can cause significant
consequences. For example, attackers gain control of the traffic
direction lights can induce catastrophic accidents. If a self-
driving car is compromised, the attacker can lead the car to
generate disastrous situations. A compromised drone can be
used for invading privacy. An attacker can open doors of smart
homes to conduct crimes. Also, many IoT devices generate
sensitive information and should be protected. An adversary
can gain home monitoring camera to invade the privacy of the
owner. Medical data from IoT devices may be abused if its
privacy is compromised. Thus, accesses to IoT devices and
their data should be carefully controlled.

Current IoT systems typically use basic encryption-based
handshakes or Single Sign-On (SSO) gateways for access
control [1]. While handshakes are simple, they lack the com-

plexity needed for sharing resources effectively. Conversely,
SSO relies on a stable internet connection, often leaving users
without access during outages, a notable issue in smart homes
where unreachable remote server-managed authentication can
block accesses that is completely local. Moreover, some
manufacturers control device management through proprietary
social networks or apps, requiring account registration and
“family” joins, which centralizes control and raises security
and privacy concerns. Advanced users may circumvent these
issues with solutions like dynamic DNS, reverse proxies, and
SSL certificates, but these can be complex and insecure for
the average user.

Several cloud vendors, such as AWS [2], Microsoft Azure
[3] and Oracle IoT [4], also provide IoT system platforms to
facilitate the computation on the edge for IoT devices. How-
ever, most of these platforms are extensions of their existing
cloud platforms. The access control models in some of these
cloud-extended systems are more sophisticated, supporting
policy-based access control. However, the system structure for
managing access control in these systems is still centralized.
Thus, users still need to go to the central certificate authority
(or named differently but with the same functionality) to get
access validation and authorization.

Due to the pervasive nature of the IoT systems, centralized
access control has the inherent communication overheads as
well as the local access disruption problem during Internet
disconnection period. Thus, it is essential to consider de-
centralized access control. The most reliable and trustworthy
approach in decentralized access control is to utilize the
blockchain technology. There are some existing works in
blockchain based access control in the literature. [5] [6] [7] and
[8] are based on public blockchains and [9] [10] are based on
consortium blockchains. Among them, [6] [7] [8] also explore
smart contract backed by Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)
[11].

While integrating access control into blockchain offers se-
curity, reliability, and resilience benefits, the required number
of messaging rounds in the blockchain protocols can lead to
significant latency. The choice of the underlying blockchain
technologies and the design of the blockchain based access
control mechanisms can greatly impact the access latency and
overall system performance. Many blockchain based access
control systems [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] build their platforms
using existing blockchain mechanisms, such as Bitcoin [12],
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Ethereum [13] and Hyperledger Fabric [14], without consid-
ering the potential overhead. Neither do they consider the
specific interaction protocols for access validation.

We develop a pruned blockchain based access control
(PBAC) protocol for IoT systems, which prunes the unneces-
sary interactions between the IoT devices, their AC hubs, and
the blockchain. We also engineered the underlying blockchain
support based on a bespoke consortium blockchain specifically
optimized for access control. The PBAC protocol includes
bootstraping, access request handling, and access policy val-
idation algorithms. As with many other blockchain based
access control solutions, PBAC also provides a robust crash
recovery mechanism that is specific to our protocol, making it
versatile for use in large-scale IoT systems with IoT resource
sharing.

The PBAC pruning mechanisms include a shortcut approach
that can be used for IoT systems with permanent and long
term users and a role and device hierarchy-based access
control (R&D-BAC) for organizations with many IoT devices
organized in a hierarchy.

For access request handling, we require that both the device
domain and the blockchain service to validate the access rights
of the request against the policies. With a little additional
overhead due to duplicated processing, we enable a significant
reduction in the number of message rounds via a shortcut
mechanism, which allows full access validation being done
in parallel with local access authorization. This can benefit
accesses by permanent users, such as the owner, and by re-
current accessors, which occur frequently in real-world access
patterns.

To further enhance the performance in blockchain based
access control, we consider dealing with accesses to IoT
devices organized in a hierarchy. Resource hierarchy is widely
adopted by many major IoT providers. Since users frequently
have the tendency to access resources that are correlated, e.g.,
in a subtree of a device hierarchy, we design a novel R&D-
BAC access control model and design the associated access
validation mechanism to greatly reduce the number of message
rounds required for blockchain related validation.

Experimental results show that shortcut accesses, compared
with normal full path accesses, shorten the latency by over
40%. The R&D-BAC approach further improves the perfor-
mance of blockchain based RBAC by more than two folds.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Most of the works in blockchain based access control embed
access control in established blockchain platforms, including
public blockchain platforms, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum,
and consortium blockchain platforms, such as Hyperledger
Fabric [14] and FISCO-BCOS [15]. Different platforms re-
sult in different architectures, performance, and embedding
mechanisms. On Bitcoin and Consortium blockchains, the
embedding mechanism is transactional where creation and
updating of access control policies are issued as transactions
to the blockchain. On the other hand, Ethereum based access

control embed policies as smart contracts, making use of the
contract languages offered by Ethereum.

[5] is a Bitcoin based access control mechanism. In this
work, policy creation, update, and revocation are implemented
as blockchain transactions on the Policy Enforcement Point
(PEP). The common policy language XACML [16] cannot
be fully translated to blockchain transactions easily. Thus,
this paper devised a three-element tuple encoding scheme to
translate some basic attributed based access control (ABAC)
rules. The encoding table for these tuples is maintained off-
chain and is immutable once established. The mechanism
also allows Right Transfer Transaction (RTT). In RTT , a
permission can be transferred from one subject to another,
analogizing transferring ownership in DAC. During transfer,
the permission can be restricted but cannot be expanded.

In general, there are several shortcomings in Bitcoin based
access control. First, the transaction protocol is predefined,
therefore, special encoding scheme is required to embed
customized information into the blockchain transactions. Also,
the proposed solution requires digital currency for recording
transactions. The transaction history is stored on all bitcoin
peers and, hence, wasting space for non-participators. The
slow block update time of Bitcoin (∼ 10 minutes), and its
CPU-intensive Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus method render
Bitcoin unsuitable for time-sensitive work.

An Ethereum based work, IoTChain [7], uses smart con-
tract in Solidity language. It combines token distribution
with blockchain. In IoTChain, resources (mainly data) on
IoT devices are encrypted by asymmetric cryptography keys,
which are generated by key servers. Resource owners issue
access control policies encoded in smart contracts to the
blockchain, which are verified by the authorization servers
(which act like miners). Client accesses are validated also
by the authentication servers by executing the corresponding
smart contracts and tokens are generated and returned to the
accessor client. A client can use the token to connect to a
resource held by an IoT device or through a proxy server.

[6] is also an Ethereum based approach. This work attempts
to simplify the system by using only a single smart contract
deployed on the blockchain for access control. Each manage-
ment hub, an entity introduced in the proposed architecture
and manages access control for a group IoT devices, executes
the blockchain transactions based on this single smart contract.
Multiple management hubs do not interact directly, but interact
through this smart contract. Also, the use of management
hubs decentralized at the edge can offer scalability and attend
to low powered IoT devices that cannot handle blockchain
functionalities.

[17] proposes an Ethereum based authentication scheme
and addresses scalability by Fog nodes, which is in charge
of access control for a group of IoT devices. The admin node
creates the smart contract for the registered fog nodes and IoT
devices and associates the IoT devices with the fog nodes. The
admin may also assign end users with access permission to
certain IoT devices. A Fog node interfaces to Ethereum smart
contracts to authenticate users for their accesses to the IoT
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devices under its supervision.
[8] also explores smart contract based approach. An Ac-

cess Control Contract (ACC) is deployed by the object and
executed by the subject. A subject-object pair is controlled
by only one ACC, and an ACC can be used by multiple
subject-object pairs. The content of ACC discussed in this
paper mostly resembles discretionary access control. Besides,
an ACC can point to a Judge Contract (JC) with Time of Last
Request (ToLR) field. JC limits frequency of successive visits
by blocking the subject for a preset duration. The relation
of subject-object pair and its ACC is registered by Register
Contract (RC) at ABI granularity. RC can only be mutated by
its creator.

Different architectures are designed in the Ethereum based
access control solutions given above. [7] relies on the IoT
devices for managing accesses, while the other three works
attempt to balance scalability and the potentially limited
capabilities of IoT devices and use some mediator nodes
to manage the interactions with the blockchain for the IoT
devices they are in charge of. The problem with these three
approaches is that the mediator nodes may fail and cannot
ensure continuous operations. Also, none of the approaches
specify how to encode access control policies into smart
contracts. Such encoding can be difficult for expressing some
XACML rules, such as timing related ones, though the contract
language is Tuning complete. A more serious problem with
Etheruem based solutions is still the performance concerns. It
greatly improves over Bitcoin and has around ∼ 12 seconds
latency. Also, the requirement of digital currency still exists.
Moreover, the execution time of smart contracts is untrackable
because which miners would accept the request and whether
the miners will win the competition are unknown.

Consortium blockchain involves a preselected set of valida-
tors instead of public miners for managing the blockchain.
Compared to public blockchain, consortium block chain
does not rely on Proof-of-Work, Proof-of-Stake, or Proof-
of-Anything to achieve consensus among all peers. Instead,
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) between dedicated
validators is sufficient and can yield a much shorter update
time. Moreover, most consortium blockchains do not require
any cryptocurrency, avoiding unnecessary involvement of a
large number of miners for maintaining the chain. Thus, it is
much more reasonable and practical to integrate access control
with consortium blockchain and it is the design choice by more
recent works.

[9] proposes ABAC based access control framework for
IoT. Requests are validated by attribute authorities, members
of a consortium blockchain. The policy itself should be
recorded by transactions, but the paper does not specify the
transaction format or what subset of ABAC is supported. The
authors conducted performance study on Hyperledger Fabric
platform to measure storage and computation overhead against
the number of ABAC attributes and participators.

Another consortium blockchain based work [10] is deployed
on FISCO-BCOS [15]. The authors propose a Decentralized
Identifiers (DIDs) based authorization framework. Users and

devices from various vendors are registered within the same
network. User requests are routed according to their regis-
tration information to device’s corresponding vendor autho-
rization service. Responses are recorded on blockchain in a
form analogous to Access Control List (ACL). All visits to
IoT endpoints go through gateways, which synchronize with
blockchain to obtain updated ACLs. Besides vendor services,
the device owner can also grant permission to other users by
updating ACLs directly.

Though the performance of consortium blockchain based
access control is relatively reasonable, much better than that
of public blockchains, there is still rooms for improvements.
Our focus is to improve the interaction protocols between the
mediators and the blockchain to achieve better performance.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. System Entities

The important entities involved in our blockchain based
access control protocols are depicted in Figure 1 and each
entity is further defined and elaborated subsequently.

Validators Users

Owner

Domain1

IoT 
Devices

Firewall

Hub Owner

Domain2

IoT 
Devices

Firewall

Hub

Internet

Fig. 1. System Architecture

IoT Devices offer a wide spectrum of IoT services. As
how they are placed in the current Internet, we consider
them hidden in the subnets behind firewalls. Services provided
by the IoT devices are defined via manufacturer-provided
templates, which can be used for semantic based service
discovery. Each IoT device can be the basic element for access
control and policies can be assignable on a per-service basis.

Users can access the IoT devices in the network according
to the access control polices for the devices. A user can
represent a diverse range of entities, including an independent
individual, an individual in a domain, a software program or
a service, or even some IoT entity or its service.

Owners Device owner can be an individual, an organization
or another device in hierarchical setup. The entity who owns
the device has full access rights to the device. Ownership is
immutable once device is registered.

Domains A domain is a higher-level entity in the system
that consists of a group of IoT devices. IoT devices and
their owners shall be in the same domain. A single IoT
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device with sufficient capabilities can choose to form its own
domain. Many IoT devices are limited in memory and storage,
rendering them incapable of performing complex operations.
To enable access control on constrained devices not belonging
to specific administrative units, they can be grouped together
to form a domain managed by more powerful AC hubs. In
many cases, domains are established for certain administrative
units, such as homes, factories, companies, organizations,
etc. In these cases, the domain may host a generic policy
for the devices or device groups in the domain instead of
defining policies for individual IoT devices. Frequently, the
IoT devices in the domain form a resource hierarchy and
access control policies can be defined based on the hierarchy
(will be discussed later).

Validator Cluster A cluster of validators are used to
realize the blockchain based decentralized access control. To
avoid performance overhead, we consider a consortium of
blockchain validators, consisting of dedicated servers pro-
vided by prominent IoT vendors. Validators maintain the
blockchain’s complete state and are responsible for adding
new blocks, using the Ditto [18] consensus protocol—a 2-
chain HotStuff [19] variant—for network consensus. The data
structure, based on the JellyFish Merkle tree [20] from the
Diem project [21], is optimized for storage efficiency and I/O
overhead.

These validators are pre-certified by the consortium’s secu-
rity standards to ensure their trustworthiness. However, indi-
vidual validators may fail or be compromised, the consensus
protocol ensures the trustworthiness of the cluster.

Access Control Hubs Each domain has an AC hub to
manage access control and blockchain related tasks for the IoT
devices in the domain. For operational efficacy, the AC hubs
maintain the local domain state, including up-to-date access
control policies for all connected devices, and the recent states
necessary for their functionality.

Note that some domain formations are not based on specific
organizations, thus, the domain hubs may not always trusted.
Also, for organizational domains, we consider that their do-
main AC hubs may be compromised and become untrusted.

B. PBAC Bootstrapping

Access control policies for each domain in the system
are codified into the blockchain via domain registration. An
authorized entity of a domain must first execute a registration
transaction to join the system and associating its devices and
owners with the domain. (Note that a domain could be a single
device with sufficient computation and storage capabilities.)
The access control policies of the domain are established
subsequently via blockchain transactions by the authorized
entities, such as the corresponding owners or security offi-
cers of the domain. Domain and device registration related
transactions are specified as follows:

• Domain Registration involves recording the creator’s ID
idissuer, domain ID uiddomain, owner’s ID uidowner,
and a policy descriptor pd submitted in a transaction

(idissuer, uiddomain, uidowner, pd). The policy descrip-
tor either points to a predefined common access control
model, such as models we will discuss in the later sub-
sections, or a user defined policy through smart contract.

• Device Registration should be applied equally to
AC hubs and IoT devices (an IoT device may serve
as its own AC hub). The transaction is represented
by (idissuer, uiddomain, did, uidowner, {sv, · · · }), where
uiddomain and uidowner are as defined earlier and
{sv, · · · } is the list of service names.

• Device Revocation with parameters (idissuer, did) nul-
lifies a registered device did.

Once registered, the device record in blockchain is im-
mutable. Changes in ownership require releasing by the current
owner and reregistration by the new owner.

IV. ACCESS VALIDATION IN PBAC

In existing works that embed access control policies in the
block-chain [8] [9], access validation is always performed at
the validator cluster or miners. We call this the full path
validation. This remote validation can introduce significant
delays. To shorten the latency for access validation, we
consider a basic pruning technique in PBAC, the shortcut
protocol, for accesses to devices by trusted users, such as
the owners and pre-registered long-term users. In the shortcut
protocol, validation is executed at the AC hub of a domain
first and the full validation at the validator is done in parallel
in the background. The benefit of the shortcut protocol is
not only the greatly reduced access latency, but also allowing
continued accesses in local areas when the internet connection
is disrupted. This can benefit many local IoT systems, such
as home IoT systems and IoT systems in factories, farms,
hospitals, small companies, etc. The blockchain embedded
access control would have been undesirable for local IoT
systems or even infeasible for critical local systems while
our shortcut protocol, with simple pruning, makes it highly
applicable.

ShadowDP Data Structure To facilitate the realization of
the shortcut protocol, the access control policies for individ-
ual devices and domains should not only be logged in the
blockchain, but also maintained at the AC hub. AC policy
changes will not only be reflected at the validator cluster,
but also at the domain AC hub. For organizational domains,
this policy maintenance is natural and changes generally
happen at the domain AC hubs anyway. For domains with
low power devices of independent administrative units, the
up-to-date policies are also maintained by the corresponding
AC hubs. We consider the hub copy of the policies as the
shadowDP. Also, in existing blockchain based access control,
the access control policies are only be logged as transactions
in the blockchain, including the original establishment and the
subsequent modifications of the policies. Thus, the validators
need to rebuilt the policies from these logs to get the view
of the policies, which can be highly inefficient during access
validation. To address this problem, we extend the shadowDP
to the validator side. Each validator maintains indices to access
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control (AC) policy entries in the blockchain and keeps another
shadow copy of the most recent policies in memory to ensure
efficient access validations.

The shortcut versus the full path access validation procedure
is depicted in Figure 2.

IoT Devices

Validators

Users

1

2/4

3

4

5
5

(a) Full Path

IoT Devices

Validators

Users

1/2

2

3

3
2

(b) Internet Shortcut

IoT Devices
Owner

3

1/2

2

(c) Local Shortcut

Fig. 2. Full Path and Shortcut Access

Full Path (normal) access validation If a user with
identity uid trying to access an IoT device with identity
did and its corresponding service sv (optional) with per-
mission type pt for the first time, then it issues the access
request req = (uid, did, pt, sv) to the AC hub of did (which
could be did itself). The AC hub, with identity hid, upon
receiving req, validates req against its access control policy
ACP , and after successful validation, generates a permission
per = (uid, did, pt, sv, et, ul) and sign it into a token t =
shid(uid, did, pt, sv, et, ul), where et is the optional expiration
time, ul is the optional usage limitations, and shid is the
signature for the token t. Token t is then forwarded to the Val-
idator Cluster for endorsement. Validators, after successfully
double validating the access rights for permission per against
ACP in its shadowDP, perform Byzantine agreement (BA)
to reach consensus on per, and add t to the blockchain with
majority’s signature svi··· ,hid(uid, did, pt, sv, et

′, ul′) and re-
turn the endorsement. After getting the endorsement from
a majority of Validators, the AC hub creates a session key
k(uid, did, pt, sv, et′, ul′) and sends it to the device did which
enables uid’s access via t. Also, token t is returned to uid to
allow its access.

If uid has accessed did before and still has the key-value
pair (req, t) in its cache (where t is the corresponding token
for req), uid can simply use t for direct re-entry without
requiring further validation, unless the token expires or the

session key is lost due to insufficient memory, power outages,
or reboots on did. The use of paired token (for user) and
session key (for device) expedites repeated accesses.

Shortcut Access Validation In the shortcut protocol, a
domain AC hub maintains a list Tu, which records such
users. The AC hub, upon receiving accesses from users in
Tu, sends out the token to the accessor without waiting
for the endorsement by Validators to complete (which is
done in parallel instead). In the highly unlikely occasions
of failed endorsement, remedy actions such as reconducting
the endorsement or revoking the session key as well as other
mitigation steps can be taken to protect the system. Also,
the use of ECDSA key pairs supports long token expiration
time and facilitates shortcut and other designs to achieve high
performance gains.

The PBAC access validation algorithms by the requester,
the AC hub, and the Validators are illustrated in Figure 2 and
detailed in Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 (modifications captured in
them will be discussed later).

Algorithm 1 User uid requests to connects to device did

procedure REQUEST(req = (uid, did, pt, sv))
if search in uid’s cache with key req reutrns t then

reuse t to request connection to did
if connection established then

proceed to access did
exit procedure

end if
end if ▷ No token or session key expires
send req to AC hub hid
wait for token t = shid(uid, did, pt, sv, et, ul)
if t has been received then

cache key-value pair (req, t)
use t to request connection to did
if connection established then

proceed to access did
else

temporary failure, retry later
end if

end if
end procedure

Light workload for IoT devices and Continued accesses
upon Internet disconnection The access control validation
algorithm is designed to minimize the workload on the IoT de-
vices, The devices are not involved in the validation procedure
and only need to maintain the session keys and accordingly
accept or reject the incoming accesses.

In scenarios where internet connectivity is lost as shown
in Figure 2c, our system supports intranet accesses, allowing
token validation and device access within a local network. This
capability ensures continuous operations, with synchronization
to the blockchain resumed upon connectivity restoration.
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Algorithm 2 AC hub hid validates request req
procedure VALIDATE(req = (uid, did, pt, sv) )

if req satisfies ACP in shadowDP then
▷ ACP is the access control policy

find the corresponding (etp, ulp) in ACP
per ← (uid, did, pt, sv, etp, ulp)
t← shid(per)
if uid ∈ Tu then ▷ Shortcut

send session key k(per) to did
send token t to uid
multi-cast svi,hid(per) to Validator Cluster

else ▷ Full path
multi-cast svi,hid(per) to Validator Cluster
wait for endorsed token svi··· ,hid(per))

from majority of Validators
send session key k(per) to did
send token t to uid

end if
else

send reject to uid
end if

end procedure

Algorithm 3 Validator endorses the token
procedure ENDORSE(shid(per))

if req satisfies ACP in shadowDP then
vi multi-cast svi,hid(per) to other validators
if BFT consensus is archieved then

vi sends svi··· ,hid(per) to AC hub hid
Commit to blockchain

end if
end if

end procedure

V. PBAC FOR VARIOUS ACCESS CONTROL MODELS

To illustrate the compatibility of PBAC, we integrate several
established models, including Discretionary Access Control
(DAC), Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC), and Role-
Based Access Control (RBAC), with PBAC in Subsections
V-A, V-B and V-C. For each model, the permission transaction
structure and the specific revocation and recovery mechanisms
are discussed.

A. Discretionary Access Control (DAC) in PBAC

In DAC, permissions are structured in Access Control List
(ACL) at the device hub. Each ACL entry records granted
permission tuples that mirror blockchain transactions. ACL
and its index are stored in ShadowDP. Invalid entries due to
expired et or now violated access limitation ul are purged by
monitoring timers.

Blockchain captures permission transactions instead of the
full ACL. Each transaction record captures the ID of the issuer,
the permission tuple, as well as et and ul. Different types of
transactions and their fields are formally defined as follows.

• Permission Granted (idissuer, uid, did, pt, sv, et, ul)
• Permission Revoked (idissuer, uid, did, pt, sv, et, ul)

Revoking access involves dispatching a revocation session
key to the device. Following acknowledgment, the correspond-
ing permission entry is expunged from the ACL.

The sequential recording in the blockchain inherently sup-
ports the reconstruction of ACLs on AC hubs by replaying
pertinent permission transactions since domain registration.
Although a centralizing ACL could pose risks in an enter-
prise setting, synchronizing ACLs across multiple AC hubs
within the same domain enhances fault tolerance. This flexible
architecture permits the addition or removal of AC hubs as
needed, without impacting the overall system integrity and
functionality.

B. Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) in PBAC

In a RBAC domain, permissions are aligned with user
roles rather than individual identities, represented by the tuple
(rid, did, pt, sv). Here rid is a universally unique identifier
assigned to each role, distinct from libp2p network peer
identities. The uniqueness of rid is verified through validator
authentication upon role creation. Roles may also be associ-
ated with user-friendly names (rn), which are encrypted by
default to protect privacy across domains, given that cross-
domain access utilizes rid. For simplicity and without loss of
generality, we omit the optional fields et and ul.

Transactions specific to RBAC for role creation, modifica-
tion, and deletion are itemized as follows.

• New Role (idissuer, id, rid, rn) where id is domain ID.
• Delete Role (idissuer, rid)
• Assign Role User (idissuer, rid, uid)
• Remove Role User (idissuer, rid, uid)
• Assign Role Permission (idissuer, rid, did, pt, sv)
• Revoke Role Permission (idissuer, rid, did, pt, sv)

Each AC hub maintains a bidirectional mapping between
users and their respective roles (mapur = uid : [rid, · · · ] and
mapru = rid : [uid, · · · ]) in ShadowDP. When a user requests
access, the AC hub retrieves the user’s role rid and verifies
if the requested permission (rid, did, pt, sv) is authorized.
Adding a user to a role involves updating both mapur and
mapru to reflect the new association. Conversely, removing
a user from a role necessitates the issuance of a revocation
session key to the relevant device(s) before adjusting the
mappings, mirroring the revocation process in DAC.

The elimination of a role necessitates a comprehensive re-
evaluation of permissions for all users associated with that
role, considering that an individual’s access rights might still
be valid through other roles they hold. Below is an algorithm
detailing this re-evaluation process.

Similar to the DAC model, an AC hub administering RBAC
policies can reconstruct its state by replaying recorded per-
mission transactions. This capability ensures that the system
can recover from disruptions and maintain consistent access
control policies, even after hub failures or network disruptions.
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Algorithm 4 Re-evaluation of user permissions
function RE-EVALUATE(rid )

original← all permission set of rid in ACL
for all u ∈ mapru[rid] do

new set← ∅
for all r ∈ mapur[u] do

add permission set of r to new set
end for
revoked set← (original − new set)
for all d ∈ revoked set do

send revocation session key
end for

end for
end function

C. Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) in PBAC

ABAC extends the functionality of DAC by incorporating
a versatile attribute list and context-based access policies.
Similar to RBAC, attributes in ABAC are assigned a unique
identifier and can have a user-friendly name (aname), which
is encrypted by default to ensure privacy. However, ABAC
differentiates itself by allowing attributes to be associated with
both devices and users, with permissions defined by the tuple
(aiduser, aiddevice, pt, sv), where aid represents the attribute
identifier for either the user or device. Different types of
transactions for ABAC are enlisted in the following.

• New Attribute (idissuer, id, aid, aname). id is domain
ID.

• Delete Attribute (idissuer, aid)
• Assign Attribute Device (idissuer, aid, did, sv)
• Remove Attribute Device (idissuer, aid, did, sv)
• Assign Attribute User (idissuer, aid, uid)
• Remove Attribute User (idissuer, aid, uid)
• Assign Attribute Permission

(idissuer, aiduser, aiddevice, pt)
• Revoke Attribute Permission

(idissuer, aiduser, aiddevice, pt)

The access validation and assignment procedures and the
reconstruction of access control policies in an ABAC system
mirror those established in RBAC and is not discussed further.

VI. ROLE AND DEVICE HIERARCHY-BASED ACCESS
CONTROL (R&D-BAC)

In enterprise settings, where devices and users proliferate,
they are often organized hierarchically to support more sys-
tematic access control policy definitions. Though there are well
defined access control theories and models for role hierarchy,
the access control models for device hierarchy is lagging.

Within a device hierarchy (DH), an interior node generally
represents a device group owned by a subdomain in the organi-
zation. In a role hierarchy, permissions granted to an ancestor
node are extended to its descendants. Similarly, we consider
that in a DH, granting permissions for accessing a device group
implicitly implies that the same permissions are granted for
accessing all the devices in the subtree (subdomain).

The device hierarchy based access control model can
greatly simplify access right assignments. Instead of assign-
ing access rights to a large number of individual devices,
domain/subdomain administrators can assign desired access
permissions to a device group at any level in the DH. Upper
level subdomains in the DH offer more limited access rights
to more limited accessor groups, while additional permissions
can be assigned to the lower level subdomains closer to the
actual devices.

d1

d2

d4
d3

eps

dc={d2, …}

control=d1
dc={d3, d4}

control=d2

(a) control

d1

d2

d4
d3

control.epsdc={d3, d4, …}

control=d1

control=d1

(b) non-control

Fig. 3. Visit control and non-control Device

Control Devices and Control Pointers Upon assigning
a permission tuple (rid, did, pt, sv) to a device did in the
DH, the designated device becomes a control device. Devices
without direct permissions look up to this control device for
access validation. Correspondingly, each node maintains a
control pointer (did.control) to its closest control device in
its ancestry. Additionally, a control device keeps track of a
list of pointers did.dc, pointing to the control devices within
its closest descendants along different paths.

As illustrated in Figure 3a, device d2 functions as a control
device. Its ancestor control node pointer d2.control points to
d1. Also, d3.control and d4.control point up to d2. On the
other hand, d1.dc contains d2 and d2.dc contains d3 and d4.

Control devices cache both the permissions directly assigned
to them (did.ps) and a cumulative permission set inherited
from their ancestor control devices (did.eps), where did.eps
includes did.ps. When a user seeks permission to access
a control device (e.g., d2), the device reviews its effective
permission set eps and, upon finding the request permissible,
accept the access. Conversely, if the accessed device is not
a control device, it refers to its control device pointer (e.g.,
d2.control = d1). The request is then relayed to its control
device to determine the request’s validity and communicates
the outcome accordingly. This procedure is outlined in Algo-
rithm 5.

Assigning permission to a non-control device transforms it
into a control device, whereas revoking the last permission
from a control device reverts it to a non-control status. This
transition is visually represented in Figures 4 and outlined in
Algorithm 6.

Permission assignment may involve propagating the per-
mission down along the control device tree as depicted in
Algorithm 7.
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Algorithm 5 Device validates permission
procedure VALIDATE(req = (uid, did, pt, sv) )

if ControlValidate(req) then
t← sdid(per)← sign per ▷ Access granted
store session key k(per)
multi-cast t to validators or forward t to AC hub
response t to uid

else
response reject

end if
end procedure
function CONTROLVALIDATE(req = (rid, did, pt, sv) )

if did.ps ̸= ∅ then ▷ control device
return check req ∈ did.eps

else ▷ non control device
return did.control.validate(per) ▷ check its

control device for result
end if

end function

Algorithm 6 Transformation of control state
function INSERTCONTROL(did)

add did to did.control.dc
for all d ∈ descendants of did do ▷ Search down

device tree
d.control← did
if d.ps ̸= ∅ then ▷ Control device

add d to did.dc
remove d from did.control.dc
stop searching down

end if
end for

end function
function REMOVECONTROL(did)

remove did from did.controld.dc
empty did.eps
for all d ∈ descendants of did do

d.control← did.control
if d.ps ̸= ∅ then ▷ Control device

add d to did.control.dc
remove d from did.dc
stop searching down

end if
end for

end function

d1

d2

d4
d3

d1

d2

d4
d3

control
dc

control
dcps

eps

eps

(a) Insertion

d1

d2

d4
d3

d1

d2

d4
d3

control
dc control

dc

ps
eps

eps

(b) Deletion

Fig. 4. Insert and Remove Control Device

Algorithm 7 Permission assignment
function ASSIGN(per = (rid, did, pt, sv) )

if did.ps = ∅ then
InsertControl(did) ▷ To control device

end if
if per ̸∈ did.ps then

add per to did.ps
PropagateEps(did)

end if
end function
function REVOKE(per = (rid, did, pt, sv) )

if per ∈ did.ps then
remove per from did.ps
PropagateEps(did)

end if
if did.ps = ∅ then

RemoveControl(did) ▷ To non-control device
end if

end function
function PROPAGATEEPS(did) ▷ Traverse down control
devices tree

new eps← did.ps ∪ did.control.eps
if did.eps ̸= new eps then

did.eps← new eps
for all d ∈ did.dc do

PropagateEps(d)
end for

end if
end function

For example, in the configuration depicted Figure 4a, d1,
d3 and d4 serve as control devices, with d2 initially a non-
control device. Upon the assignment of permission to d2,
which changes it to control device, adjustments are made to
the control device tree to reflect this change. Specifically, d2
is added to d1.dc while d3 and d4 are removed from d1.dc and
added to d2.dc. The control pointers for all devices situated
between d2, d3 and d4 inclusive that previously pointing to d1
are redirected to d2.

This conversion of d2 into a control device, necessitates the
revision of its ps and eps with the latter being disseminated
down to d3 and d4. Consequently, the eps of d3 and d4 are
updated to mirror these changes. The process of reverting
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a control device back to a non-control status operates in a
manner analogous to its initial conversion.

Upon the registration of a new device at the leaf level, its
control pointer is set to its immediate parent control device. If
the parent is a non-control device, the control pointer is then
set to mirror the control pointer of the parent. When revoking
a control device, it is removed from it control.dc.

The transaction protocol, policy recovery and management
of roles within this context follows the same principles as
established in RBAC. Control devices hold only segments
of the role-user (mapur) and user-role (mapru) mappings
relevant to their permissions eps. Updates to these mappings
are efficiently disseminated across the network through a
control device tree

VII. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

A. Environment Setup

We utilized commodity hardware to simulate a real-world
IoT system scenario with the following entities.

• Validators Platform In our experiment, we set up 4
validators, each is an Intel NUC Skull Canyon with a
quad-core i7-6770HQ processor, 64GB RAM, and a 2TB
M.2 SSD.

• AC Hub utilizes a virtual server platform, which is a
Synology DS1522+ NAS, powered by a dual-core Ryzen
R1600 processor with 8GB RAM, of which 1GB is
allocated for the virtual machine.

• IoT Device is simulated by a Raspberry Pi 3 B+, featur-
ing a quad-core BCM2837B0 processor and 1GB RAM.

• Client A Macbook Pro is used for client operations.

This array of devices is networked together using both wired
and wireless connections to a central switch, with internet
access provided via a router and cable modem. Additionally,
a cellphone with AT&T hotspot serves as a secondary inter-
net access point, enabling us to simulate internet-to-internet
communication.

B. Network Setup and Latency Testing

Network Initialization For the initial network connection,
bootstrapping employs techniques like Distributed Hash Ta-
ble (DHT), Zero Configuration Networking (zeroconf), or
rendezvous points from a static list or previous peerstore.
Although bootstrap time varies, it’s a one-time background
process not factored into latency assessments.

Firewall Navigation P2P connections navigate firewalls
using manual or uPnP port forwarding, hole punching, or fall-
back methods when hole punching fails. While port forwarding
offers immediate connection, hole punching—requiring two
communication stages after a temporary relayed connection
[22]—presents variability in connection times. Libp2p devel-
opment tests reveal average connection times of 0.89s and
up to 7.78s for successful P2P connections [23]. Due to its
significant variability, our experiments primarily utilize uPnP
for firewall traversal.

Latency Measurements Libp2p developer tests show pub-
sub communication latency typically stays below 150ms, peak-
ing at 165ms (P99) in a 1000-node network using gossipsub-
v1.1 [24]. Local network round trip times are generally less
than 1ms.

When considering real-world scenarios, there is no need to
cold start every communication. Specifically in our experi-
ments, only the client process is restarted every time, not the
AC hubs or the validators. Thus, we redo the latency evaluation
for the pub-sub communication considering our cases. We test
the latency of internet-to-internet pub-sub communication for
2,000 messages, comparing the case of continuous operations
without cold start and the case of ”cold start” for testing peers,
i.e., after each process run, we terminated it, and then restarted
it, simulating independent connections.

Fig. 5. Pub-sub Latency Distribution (Cold Start)

We observed that continuous operations without cold start
led to a convergence of delivery time, indicating an underlying
network optimization that enhances communication efficiency.

Fig. 6. Pub-sub Latency Distribution (Convergence)

C. Access Validation Latency: Full Path versus Shortcut

As discussed earlier, we do not cold start the AC hub and
validators, only client process is restarted every time. Figures
7, 8 and 9 represent the latency distributions of 500 times
of access validations conducted via full path, shortcut from
internet, and shortcut from intranet, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Full Path Access Latency Distribution

Fig. 8. Shortcut Access from Internet Latency Distribution

Fig. 9. Shortcut Access from Intranet Latency Distribution

The results from the figures show that in the median case
(P50), utilizing shortcut access over the internet yields a 43%
reduction in access time, while intranet shortcuts offer saving
of approximately 73.9% compared to internet shortcuts. In the
worst-case scenario (P99), internet shortcut access provides
a savings of about 29.7%, and leveraging intranet shortcuts
further saves approximately 56.7%.

D. Access Validation Latency of R&D-BAC

To evaluate the performance of R&D-BAC, we compare it
with the baseline case, i.e., RBAC without device hierarchy. In
the baseline case, for each device access of did, if a token for
accessing did is cached by the accessor uid, uid establishes
the session with did directly; otherwise, it executes the normal
access procedure, directing the request to the AC hub of did.

The experiments are carried out through a simulator, which
simulates local network and processing time in R&D-BAC
domain. The DH in an R&D-BAC domain is simulated via a
random tree generator based on specified parameters, including
tree depth (H) and degree (D), which are the number of
layers and the average number of child nodes in the DH,

correspondingly. The number of child nodes of each node
is generated in a Poisson distribution with λ = D. In our
experiment, we choose H = 10 and D = 20.

We randomly generate permission assignment requests to
simulate the control nodes in the device hierarchy. The des-
ignated nodes for the permission assignment requests are
selected based on a normal distribution, with mean (µ = 0.6)
and standard deviation (σ = 0.1). This setup skews permission
assignments towards the middle to lower depths of the device
hierarchy (0 for root and 1 for leaf).

Access validation latency was evaluated based on the con-
figuration with 1,000,000 devices, 100 roles, and 100,000
users. The performance impact was measured by consider
different numbers of control devices, ranging from empty
to fully populated: 100, 1,000, 10,000 and 100,000. This
allowed us to observe and quantify the effect of scaling
the number of control devices on the R&D-BAC efficiency
and responsiveness. The experimental results are presented in
Figure 10.

Fig. 10. Assignment Latency

As demonstrated in Figure 10, the R&D-BAC scheme con-
sistently outperforms traditional RBAC access control meth-
ods. On average, R&D-BAC achieves a latency time saving
of 63.8% (P50), and in the 99th percentile of cases (P99), it
delivers saving of 71.7%.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we consider efficiency in blockchain based
access control and introduce the design of our PBAC protocols.
PBAC focuses on pruning the full scale blockchain based
access control validation procedure and introduces a shortcut
protocol as well as the novel R&D-BAC approach. R&D-BAC
leverages the device hierarchy concept and offers a new access
control model. Accordingly, a strategy built on top of R&D-
BAC model for reducing the access validation latency due
to blockchain has been developed. A thorough performance
study for the PBAC protocols has been conducted and results
show that it achieves significant performance improvements
compared to the traditional blockchain based access control
schemes.
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